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ABSTRACT
Intelligence is the capacity to 'learn' & recognition is the fIrst sign of 'intelligence'
observed iti human beings. One such major recognition in humans is speech recognition. It
helps for easier communication. Nowadays human computer interaction is flourishing in greater
rate due to the need of user friendly, highly interactive and natural systems

fo~

day to day life.

Use of speech recognition system in various applications helps the application to be more
interactive and natural.
Due to this, in this project report a spee.ch recognition system for limited vocabulary is
proposed and implemented the developed speech recognition system can operate in real time
and is speaker independent. In the proposed system the user voice is captured through micro
phone and it is filtered for any unwanted noise present. The useful voice from the sample
speech signal is detected and the signal is pre-emphasized to improve the signal into the noise
ratio. Cepstral coefficients based on linear predictive analysis of speech signal are found which
are used as feature of the signal. Dynamic time warping technique is used for classification and
recognition of the unknown word. The system is tested for different words from many users and
the results are found satisfactory and a good recognition rate is obtained.
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